**Academic Translation and Editing Services** provides English and French editing, proof-reading and translation services for authors and manuscript writers using a second language. Our professional editors and proofreading specialists are active members of the academic community and have a large experience within their research field. They will check and correct all grammar, punctuation and spelling errors. Our specialized editors will gladly edit and/or proofread books and manuscripts that they have not translated.

**Academic Translation and Editing Services** includes a variety of documents (articles, books, conference papers, essays, journal articles, manuscripts, research papers, theses and dissertations), covering wide span of activities from research, education, humanity and social sciences, law, business and economics.

If required, our editors will also check that facts are accurate, adjust the writing style to make it logical, eliminate repetitions, examine the flow of the writing, resolve aspects of clarity and well-ordered paragraphs presentation, suggest rephrases, revisions and organizational changes to improve the flow of arguments, while they evaluate and critique your content.

Our professional editors and proofreading specialists will work closely with the authors at every stage of the editing and proofreading process. Our editors work closely with the assigned translator and the author to ensure the final product reflects exactly what you want to say. The authors are free to accept or reject the suggestions in their final manuscript.

**Academic Translation and Editing Services** currently provides translation services in the following languages: English • French.

**Turn-around times**
The turn-around times for papers accepted by **Academic Translation and Editing Services** are as follows: standard: usually in 5–7 business days (for 500 words–10,000 words); for longer documents, by negotiation; express: 1–3 business days.

**Fee and Payment Information**
Estimates of pricing are based on the submission of a double-spaced document with 2.5cm margins and approximately 250 words per page.

Once you place an order, we send a message by e-mail confirming the fee, usually within 8 hours.

Discounts are applied for large documents.

Fees depend on your document’s size, initial quality, complexity, intended use, and turn-around time.
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